The aerocapture is a promising technique for the future human interplanetary missions. The Mars Sample Return was initially based on an insertion by aerocapture. A CNES orbiter Mars Premier was developed to demonstrate this concept. Mainly due to budget constraints, the aerocapture was cancelled for the French orbiter.
Introduction
The planetary low coast insertion is an important challenge of the current and future interplanetary missions.
The aerocapture was retained as a competitive candidate for the future Martian mission Mars Sample Return. This collaborative NASA-CNES mission will be preceded by a French demonstrator MARS PREMIER, launched in 2007. Mainly due to budget reason, MARS PREMIER will no more use the aerocapture, but a classical chemical insertion.
In order to demonstrate the aerocapture concept, the CNES has developed four different guidance principles:
− the Analytical Predictor Corrector (APC) In order to consolidate the aerocapture concept, a common NASA-CNES working group has been formed. The group has demonstrated the feasibility of the aerocapture and the capability of all the algorithms to achieve the aerocapture. The current paper presents the evaluation campaign meant to test the different algorithms in order to select the best one for the Martian missions.
The objective is to evaluate the algorithms on different topics, in order to determine if one is more adapted to the aerocapture than the others. This paper is divided in four parts : − the description of the different test cases − the simulation tools − the NASA/CNES comparison − the analysis of the results and the final ranking of the CNES algorithms.
Test case description
The objective was to evaluate four main criteria : − The accuracy : being given a set of expected aerodynamic, atmospheric and OD dispersions, the accuracy of the algorithm was defined as the final orbit statistical maximal distance to the targeted orbit. − The robustness : the robustness was defined as the capability of the algorithm to handle with high dispersions. − The loads control : the loads corresponds to the thermo-mechanical loads applied to the vehicle during the aerocapture. The loads control was defined as the capability of the algorithm to limit the loads variation, being given a set of expected aerodynamic, atmospheric and OD dispersions − The complexity : the complexity corresponds to the on-board code complexity. It mainly contains the number of operations, test, loops, and so on.
In order to define test cases, it is necessary to understand what the main parameters for the aerocapture, and the associated uncertainties are.
Aerocapture main parameters
The aerocapture is a very stringent technique, that depends on several parameters. To study the aerocapture, it is necessary to consider either mean parameters (mission description, entry corridor), but also the excepted uncertainties, till the unexpected uncertainties (stress cases).
Mission description
The aerocapture consists in an atmospheric pass to slow the vehicle, and to reach a specific orbit. It corresponds to a given ∆V realized by the aerodynamic force. Therefore, the main parameters are : − the ∆V value which is fixed by the arrival velocity and the targeted apoapsis, − the aerodynamic force which depends on the vehicle characteristics (aerodynamic coefficients), − the atmosphere (density and wind).
It was decided to test different combinations of those parameters to evaluate the algorithms. But an exhaustive combination was not possible, so a set of potential missions was defined to cover different combinations of those parameters. 
Entry corridor
Whatever the mission is, the aerocapture is driven by the entry conditions, this is a key parameter. The specific parameter associated to the entry condition is the Flight Path Angle, and the range of acceptable FPA is called entry corridor.
The theoretical aerocapture corridor is the entry FPA range that allows the vehicle to reach the targeted apoapsis at the atmosphere exit.
If the vehicle enters the atmosphere at the steep boundary of the corridor, the vehicle will have to flight "full lift-up" along the whole trajectory in order to reach the targeted apoapsis. On the contrary, if it enters the atmosphere at the shallow boundary of the corridor, the vehicle will have to flight "full lift-down" along the whole trajectory in order to reach the targeted apoapsis. Inside the corridor, it is always possible to find at least one bank angle law that guides the vehicle to the targeted apoapsis. On the outside of the corridor, there is no possibility for the vehicle to reach the targeted apoapsis : the final apoapsis will be lower or higher than the desired value depending on which side of the corridor (steep or shallow entry trajectory) is considered.
This theoretical corridor depends on the atmosphere characteristics, on the ballistic coefficient SC D /m and on the Lift-to-Drag ratio L/D of the vehicle, on the arrival velocity and on the targeted apoapsis. − the lower the Lift-to-Drag ratio, the narrower the corridor, − the higher the arrival velocity, the larger the corridor, − the lower the targeted apoapsis altitude, the larger the corridor, − the denser the atmosphere or the higher the ballistic coefficient, the shallower the corridor mean FPA. A parametric study on the entry FPA, called captured corridor, has been performed on each mission, with all the algorithms to determine the corridor associated to each algorithm.
Expected uncertainties
The aerocapture success depends on the knowledge of a great amount of parameters. The more important are the entry conditions, the aerodynamics characteristics, the atmospheric density, and the on-board navigation. To take into account the uncertainties associated to these parameters, Monte Carlo simulations have been performed with the following dispersions. Table 1 Expected uncertainties
Other parameters have been also dispersed like the orbiter mass, the IMU characteristics, …
Stress cases
To characterize the robustness of an algorithm, it is also necessary to consider high uncertainties or off nominal configurations. This is the aim of the stress case analysis. Four topics were retained :
-aerodynamic uncertainties -thruster failure -processor failure -on-board vertical velocity estimation error
Large aerodynamic uncertainties
The vehicle aerodynamic characteristics directly affect the aerocapture performance. The nominal uncertainties taken into account for Monte Carlo simulations were:
− ±2 degrees on the trim angle of attack − ±10% correlated on the aerodynamic coefficients These values were doubled for the stress case analysis.
Thruster failure stress cases
The piloting authority is also a major contributor to the aerocapture performance. The nominal uncertainties taken into account for Monte Carlo simulations were:
− ±10% on bank acceleration To take into account the possible loss of one thruster or more, the following variations were considered:
− -25% and -50% on bank acceleration
Processor failure stress cases
The aerocapture phase is achieved in a fully autonomous way. Once this sequence has been initiated, there is no possibility to abort it. That is the reason why the two on-board processors are in hot or warm redundancy. In case of failure, the time required to swap from the main processor to the backup must not exceed 0.5 to 1 second.
To evaluate the impact of a processor failure and the consecutive computer swap, a sensitivity study to failure occurrence and duration was carried out.
Initial error in the estimated altitude rate
During the aerocapture the vehicle is fully autonomous. The vehicle position, its velocity and its attitude are determined on-board by a strapped down navigation system, initializing few hours before reentry (Orbit Determination) and using IMU sensed accelerations and rotations. The onboard navigated state is not exact and OD error in the initial state cannot be calibrated. It is important to determine the sensitivity of the algorithms to this particular error, especially since guidance accuracy relies for the most part on the altitude rate feedback. So a sensitivity study to the initial altitude rate error was carried out.
Cases definitions
For each mission, we have defined a set of simulations to cover the different aspects : The assessment campaign provided a lot of parameters, like apoapsis altitude, captured corridor, number of elementary operations, … Obviously these parameters are not comparable, therefore it is necessary to establish a grading method.
The selected grading method consists in giving the best grade to the best algorithm (20, for example, to copy French scholar grading), and fixing an a priori performance corresponding to the worst case (performance associated to the grade 0). Each algorithm is then given a grade defined by the following relation :
The grades obtained on different topics can then be mixed in a "Grade Point Average", taking into account the relative importance of the different factors by choosing proper weightings.
Selected Parameter Performance criteria Definition
The next step consists in selecting the proper performance parameters for each criterion and determining the associated worst performance.
Robustness
Some simulations were performed to evaluate this particular point. The proposed grading is based on the corridor analysis and the stress cases.
Captured Corridor
The corridor approach consists of a sensitivity analysis of the reached apoapsis altitude with respect to the entry FPA.
The corridor analysis is an essential element of the aerocapture characterization. It includes two aspects :
The selected parameter is the ratio of the captured corridor to the theoretical corridor. The two first parameters correspond to the aerocapture objectives.
The third parameter measures the capability of the algorithm to have a final periapsis as high as possible.
The accuracy is obtained by a statistical approach, using different atmospheric models. A 1000 draw MonteCarlo simulation was performed for each atmospheric model. A statistical analysis was then carried out globally, considering all the models. Two statistical figures are used to characterize the accuracy parameters : − The mean value which helps to identify a systematic bias of the algorithm orbit targeting, − The standard deviation σ which is representative of the algorithm orbit targeting sensitivity with respect to the considered dispersions.
Apoapsis targeting
Performance parameter calculation method
The apoapsis accuracy index performance parameter is defined as the maximum 3-sigma relative error with respect to the targeted apoapsis. 
Loads
The loads corresponds to the thermo-mechanical loads applied to the vehicle during the aerocapture. Three major parameters have been considered : -g-load -heat rate -heat load Note that a trajectory which tends to minimize g-load or heat rate, leads to an increase of the total heat load.
Performance parameter calculation method
The selected index performance parameter to characterize the load on the vehicle is issued from the 99.7% maximal value encountered during the Monte-Carlo simulations. As a preliminary conclusion on the accuracy criterion :
The analytical algorithms (APC,EC) have similar performance with a slight advantage for the APC.
The NPC is too sensitive to on-board navigation errors and its constant bank angle optimization pattern leads to too low periapsis altitudes.
The TPC is a little bit less accurate than the analytical algorithms. However, as soon as navigation errors are taken into account, the gap in accuracy performance is greatly reduced. As a preliminary conclusion on the robustness criterion :
The TPC is the most robust algorithm. It captures almost the whole theoretical corridor for all missions. Its targeting performance is not sensitive to an on-board altitude rate estimation error and quite insensitive to aerodynamic uncertainties and thruster failure.
The EC captured corridor performance and stress cases robustness are good and well balanced.
The APC has a good captured corridor performance. It is sensitive to an on-board altitude rate estimation error. Moreover, the current implemented lateral logic presents a lack of robustness to the thruster failure cases.
The NPC is less robust to entry FPA variations than the three other algorithms. Furthermore, It is too sensitive to the on-board altitude rate estimation error to be competitive at this stage. TPC implementation (on-board code development and testing) is the less expensive. APC and EC are competitive, their implementation being also very simple. NPC complexity remains too important to be selected as a viable candidate for a first aerocapture mission.
Final Ranking
The following chart gives the detailed profile of each algorithm and presents the ranking for each particular characteristic : corridor, stress cases, dust storm accuracy and robustness, perfect and real navigation accuracy, loads and complexity. NPC implementation is far more complex than the others. Furthermore, this higher complexity does not provide better robustness, accuracy or load control.
TPC is a very simple and robust algorithm. The current version does not include an on-board estimation of the density scale height. This explains the very poor accuracy of the algorithm for the Dust Storm mission.
APC has been tuned to be very accurate, but it is less robust than TPC and EC, especially for the stress cases. Some additional work is needed to solve the thruster failure sensitivity by modifying the lateral logic.
EC has well balanced performance. Some additional work to fine tune the algorithm should be done in order to improve the heat load control while keeping acceptable g-load / heat rate levels. The conclusions which can be drawn are the following :
Whatever the weightings are, NPC is far from being competitive. Improvement of the algorithm would imply an increase of the complexity, without guaranteeing better performance compared to the other algorithms.
Whatever the weightings, TPC is ranked first. Its performance are excellent except for the Dust Storm scenario. The use of this algorithm is highly recommended, but special effort has to be done to implement a density scale height on-board estimator.
